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Abstract:
This paper presents a review of the application areas that could make use of electroencephalogram based brain computer interface to assist in achieving their tasks and purpose. The scope of work emphasizes medical and engineering applications areas, with a focus on researches in the field of brain controlled robotic systems; principles, classifications, techniques and tasks, in general are discussed, several application examples are summarize. The paper is concluded with a brief of the current and future research directions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The advances in different engineering sciences and in synergetic integration of various interdisciplinary engineering and human fields, as well as, increasing demands in adequate human system integration designs, to increase safety and effectiveness, reduce the system overall complexity, reduce the time needed to perform tasks, simplify training and maintenance, while increasing system capabilities. All of this have allowed the development of advanced reliable and robust machine control, and the ability to acquire electrobiological signals resulted from human’s organ or nervous system, extract knowledge from the acquired signals, using this knowledge to determine the human physical or mental state and intention, and finally to transmit different human intentions into machine physical action as a form of appropriate control commands.

Human electrical biosignals can be classified based on acquisition position/organ of human body, as; signals acquired from heart are referred to as Electrocardiogram ECG, signals acquired from muscles Electro-myogram EMG, Electro-oculogram EOG, electrooptigraphy EOG, (eye dipole field) and signals acquired from brain ElectroEncephalogram EEG[1].

Depending on the source of signal recordings, the brain electrobiological signals can be categorized into three categories , i) EEG signals, recorded by electrodes on the scalp, ii) ECoG signals, recorded from electrode grids on the surface of the brain, and iii) single-unit activity, recorded from electrode arrays implanted within the brain. In this article, we are most interested in Electroencephalography biosignals acquired from brain.

By monitoring and recording EEG signals Researchers have succeeded in design of Brain interfaces and brain controlled devices that provide alternative non-muscular channels for communication, entertainment and control. During the last few years, the Brain computer interface BCI, methods for monitoring and recording signals resulted from human’s Brain electrical activity using Electroencephalography EEG, became a very important research topic and have been extensively examined due to novel hands-free mode of interaction with the environment and its applicability in various fields [2].

Electroencephalography EEG, is an electrophysiological monitoring method for measuring the microvolt-sized electrical activity and fluctuations signals of the brain along the scalp, resulting from ionic current flows within the brain neurons [3]. Also EEG can measure the electrical power of the brain by obtaining the power spectral (change the signals from frequency domain to power domain) using Fast Fourier transform. These fluctuations signals are a reflection of the ongoing brain dynamics and how the brain functions over time, which present as a series of fluctuations that have characteristic wave forms and amplitude patterns; depending on the cognitive state of the subject [3].The measured electrobiological signals act as a communication between human brain neural system and surrounding environment.

Brain interfaces BIs, is a direct communication pathway system between an enhanced or wired brain and an external device, which does not require any external devices or peripheral muscular activity [4]. Brain Computer Interface BCI, uses scalp-recorded electroencephalography[5] to establish direct interaction between the human neural system and machines, aiming to augment human capabilities by enabling people (especially disabled) to communicate, send commands and control devices by mere ‘thinking’ or expressing intent [6].

Different families of brain interfaces exist, including a mind-machine interface MMI, direct neural interface DNI, or brain–machine interface BMI, and Brain Computer Interface BCI. BCI based technology is a new fast evolving science and research field. It has attracted increasing number of researchers and developers in the development of new generations of BCI systems and to put it in real application.

This paper presents a review of the application areas that could make use of electroencephalogram based brain computer interface to assist in achieving their goal and purpose. It is to help researchers with orientation in EEG application fields and trends. The scope of work emphasizes medical and engineering...
application areas, with a focus on researches in the field of brain controlled robots; classification, design, techniques, and tasks, with some insights into the research and development in this area. We conclude this paper with a brief of the current and future research trends.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2, EEG based BCI basic principles, components and approaches are presented. Section 3 provides a review the EEG based BCI applications areas including classification, control, techniques, and tasks. In section 4, a brief of current, future research directions are presented. In section 5, Discussion and conclusions

2. EEG BASED BCI TECHNOLOGY, BASIC PRINCIPLES, COMPONENTS AND APPROACHES.

A BCI system has an input, output and a signal processing algorithm that maps the inputs to the output [7]. Basically, typical BCI system consists of sequential four basic components; i) brain signal acquisition (recording and sending the brain electrical activity waves), ii) signal pre-processing, (signal enhancement and noise reduction), iii) feature extraction (feature selection, feature extraction and generating the discriminative characteristics), and vi) classification (useful features are identified, chosen and classified into logical control signals). The main structure of typical BCI system is shown in “Fig. 1 “.

EEG based BCI data collection, monitoring and recording process is carried out in two ways, i) Inpatient, or ii) Ambulatory.

In an inpatient method, a special set up is used, a combination of electrode cap, long cables to an amplifier and recording unit, video recording, displays. In an ambulatory method, EEG based equipment are portable, during the recording session, user can move around about their normal daily life.

There are many different companies producing EEG equipment for data collection that vary in reference points or number of electrodes [8]. Some of these companies are Quasar Inc., Emotiv Systems Inc., and Neuro Sky Inc. Neurosky, Uncle Milton, MindGames, Mattel, Microsoft, Hitachi, Sega Toys, IBM, etc. [9].

2.1 Brain signal acquisition.

Signal acquisition is the measurement proves of brain signals using a particular sensor modality e.g. scalp or intracranial electrodes for electrophysiologic activity, Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), for metabolic activity [10]. The electrical activity of neurons in the brain produces currents that reach the surface of the scalp, the voltage differences of these scalp potentials are microvolt-sized signals. These signals is detected, monitored and collected using Electrodes.

Electrodes are small, flat metal discs, that are aligned to scalp locations using the standard of 10–20 international system map, at 10% and 20% of a measured distance from reference sites including nasion, inion, left, and right preauricular. A differential amplifier measures the voltage difference between inputs from the active and reference electrodes, (The measured brain electrical activity of each electrode is subtracted from the reference point to obtain information about the brain), with the resulting signal amplified and displayed as a channel of EEG activity [11].

There are two main types of EEG based electrodes; Wet and Dry. Dry electrodes do not require using gel and skin removing or cleaning between electrodes and scalp, this led to increase in contact impedance between electrodes and skin, therefore the acquired EEG signals are worse than those acquired with Wet electrodes. The silver/silver chloride Wet electrodes are most widely applied in scientific research and clinical diagnosis (although other metals such as tin, gold and platinum are also used), reasons for this include their good stability, low cost, low contact impedance because it require removing outer skin layer and filling conductive gel between electrodes and scalp[12].

Number of electrodes and placement—Recordings brain activity may be done with a dense electrode array of 132 electrodes, 62 electrode cap, 19 electrodes caps , 16 electrodes as in the consumer-price EPOC Emotiv system, 10 electrode caps , or even as few as one electrode and references as in the consumer-price Neurosky systems [13]. To save time, and labor during setup, many EEG based BCIs use a special electrode cap, in which the electrodes are placed in the right places, according to the international 10-20 system [14]. Electrodes are placed at scalp at 10% and 20% points along lines of longitude and latitude of a measured distance from reference sites including nasion, inion, left, and right preauricular.

2.2 EEG based BCI categorization.

BCI systems can be categorized differently. BCI systems can be classified based on implementation methods for monitoring brain activity as: i) invasive, ii) partially invasive and iii) non-invasive methods. Also BCIs system can be classified as, i) independent ,or ii) dependent, another BCIs system classification, can be as, i) exogenous or endogenous. Based on operating mode, BCIs system can be categorized as, i) Synchronous BCIs and, ii) asynchronous BCIs. also BCIs system can be classified as i) Online BCIs (are one that
working in real-time, and makes it possible to provide feedback for the user) and, ii) offline BCIs.

In this work we are most interested in BCI categorization based on implementation methods, i) invasive, ii) partially invasive and iii) non-invasive methods, these are shown in “Fig. 2(a)’.

Invasive (implanted) BCI system, are the ones that are implanted directly into the brain and acquire the highest quality signals, where the activity of single neurons is recorded from microelectrodes directly implanted in the brain cerebral grey matter.

Invasive BCI systems are mainly used to restore special sensations, such as visual sense, and motor functions for paralyzed patients. However, invasive BCI systems have the disadvantage of easily causing immune reaction and callus, which most likely lead to the regression and disappearance of neural signals. In order to solve these problems, many researchers have focused on noninvasive BCI [1].

Fig. 2(a): EEG based BCI implementation three methods

In 1980 Schmidt investigated the possibility of making long-term invasive (implanted) BCI connections system to the central nervous system with microelectrodes to control external devices [15]. In the year 2000, Nicolelis had successfully realized an invasive BMI on a night monkey, which reconstructed its arm movements to obtain food by operating a joystick [1]. This open-loop brain machine interface, BMI based system was upgraded to test a closed-loop motor control on a macaque monkey. The monkey was able to control movements of a robot arm to grasp an object by a moving cursor on a video screen via visual feedback [1, 16].

Partially invasive BCI system, are the ones that are implanted inside the skull but dwell outside the brain instead of dwelling within the grey matter. The signal strength using this type of BCI is comparatively little weaker than those of the invasive BCIs [17].

Non-Invasive method is one in which sensors or scanning medical devices are horesed on headbands or caps to read brain signals. When is compared to invasive method, non invasive BCI method has the lowest signal clarity, but it is considered to be easiest, simplest and safest BCI method [17]. Most non-invasive BCI systems use electroencephalogram EEG [18]. Noninvasive BCI systems have found a wider application. For humans, it is preferable to use non-invasive method, to avoid the risks generated by permanent surgically implanted devices in the brain, and the associated ethical concerns [18].

Non-invasive BCI systems have found a wider application. Early in the 1990s, Niels Birbaumer had translated the EEG signals of paralyzed patients into control commands to control the cursor of a computer. In the following years, the EEG-based BCI has been largely researched to analyze the characteristics of brain signals from the scalp and apply it to control intelligent devices to assist paralyzed patients with their daily lives[1].

As noted, different families of brain interfaces exist, but two main families exist. Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) usually refers to BCI that use non-invasive technology. Brain-machine interfaces (BMIs) often refers to implanted brain-interfaces.

2.2.1 Classification of brain activity monitoring BCI technologies.

General classification of currently available brain activity monitoring BCI technologies is shown in “Fig. 2(b)’and include; electroencephalograph, EEG; magnitoencephalograph, MEG; Magnetic Resonance Imaging, MRI, functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging, fMRI; Diffusion Magnetic Resonance Imaging, dMRI; defusion tensor imaging ,DTI; electrocorticography ,ECoG; multiple electrode array MEA.

Fig. 2(b): General classification of currently available brain activity monitoring BCI technologies

2.3 Signal pre-processing

Pre-processing stage include, the amplification of microvolt-sized signals to levels suitable for electronic processing, initial filtering to remove noise and other undesirable signal characteristics, finally analog to digital conversion that is digitizing the analog EEG signal.

Different methods are used to enhancement acquired signal and reduce or remove line or other frequency-specific noise, include, i) Filtering, mainly using low-pass filter, high-pass filter, band-pass filter, and notch filtering, ii) Computational independent component analysis (ICA), compared with filtering it is difficult to use and with high complex algorithms, iii) Wavelet transform.
2.4 Feature extraction.

Machine learning a field of computer science focuses on the development of computer programs, algorithms, that can access or receive input data and use this data to learn for themselves. Mainly machine learning algorithms can be classified into two modules: signal processing (also known as feature extraction) and classification. In BCI system design, to learn from a training dataset how to classify the signals of a specific user, machine learning algorithms are applied.

In Feature extraction stage, from the preprocessed and digitized EEG signal certain features are selected, extracted to generate the discriminative characteristics and representing them in a compact form suitable for translation into output commands. Because much of the relevant brain activity is either transient or oscillatory, the most commonly extracted signal features in current BCI systems are time-triggered EEG or ECoG response amplitudes and latencies, power within specific EEG or electrocorticography ECoG frequency bands, or firing rates of individual cortical neurons [10].

2.4.1 EEG signals features and methods

Various signals can be extracted from the EEG signals to develop BCI systems. BCI systems based on the signal features they use are subdivided in categories. In identifying distinguishing characteristics, the used extraction methods play an important role. The main goal in this stage is not selecting a feature, but to form distinct set of features for each mental task.

BCI systems using EEG signals are subdivided in categories based on the signal features they use. Some of these features are elicited naturally by external stimuli while need to be learned by the user through self-regulation and feedback. Current systems commonly extract one of the following: i) steady-state visual evoked potential SSVEP, are signals that are natural brain responses to visual stimulation at specific frequencies approximately 6 and 100Hz, these signals has high accuracy, very low training time and high transfer rates, ii) event-related potentials, it is the direct brain response to a specific stimulus /event e.g. sensory, cognitive, or motor event iii) Slow cortical potentials SCPs , are slow positive or negative direct current shifts that can last up to several seconds. Voltage changes over 0.5-10.0s. Negative shifts represent cortical activation (e.g. movement) while positive shifts represent reduced activation, v) Sensorimotor rhythms SMRs, recorded over sensorimotor cortex at 8–12 Hz (mu rhythm) and 18–26 Hz (beta rhythm), changes occur with sensorimotor stimulation or motor imagery, vi) P300 Event Related Potentials [19]. As shown in “Fig. 2(c) “. The P300 and steady-state visual evoked potential SSVEP, are examples of the EEG pattern recognition approach, that are elicited naturally by external stimuli while others like the sensorimotor rhythm SMR, and slow cortical potential SCP, are examples of the operant conditioning approach, that need to be learned by the user through self-regulation and feedback.

P300 Event Related Potentials; Classical event related potentials ERPs, include several positive and negative waves, such as P1, N1, P2, N2, and P3 (namely, P300, here P for positive, 300 for the 300-millisecond delay) according to the emerging sequences and polarities. The P300 ERP is a positive deflection in the EEG occurring 300 ms after stimulus onset and is a reliable, easy to detect event-related potential. It is an Event Related Potentials that occurs about 300 ms after the user consciously attends to a changing visual stimulus.

The P300 wave, and variation in amplitude and latency: the wave occurs if the user is engaged in the task of detecting the targets. The wave amplitude varies with the improbability of the targets. The wave latency varies with the difficulty of discriminating the target stimulus from the standard stimuli. Typical peak latency when a young adult subject makes a simple discrimination is 300 ms [20]. In 1965, Sutton et al. discovered an electrical potential that exhibited a positive fluctuation within approximately300 ms after the presentation of an unexpected event (visual auditory, etc.) [21] Smith, named this potential “P300” potential based on its polarity and relatively fixed latency [22][1].

2.5 Classification

In this stage, in the extracted features, useful features are identified, chosen and classified ‘translated’ into logical control command signals using an algorithm. Different classifiers are used; nearest neighbor, linear discriminant analysis (LDA), to nonlinear neural networks (NN), support vector machines (SVM), and statistical classifiers [23]. To identify chose and classify useful features, the classifier can be designed to be from from a simple linear model to a complex nonlinear neural network trained to recognize different mental tasks, with the exception of simple threshold detection [24]. The EEG data containing different mental tasks, the classifier is trained to classify EEG online and provide feedback for the user or control device.

The final stag is the device output; here the created logical control commands are used to operate an external device, for example mobile robot or neuroprosthetic.

Fig. 2(c) : EEG signal features and classification
2.6 BCI design approaches, EEG paradigms, electrical signal approaches and analysis.

Human brain waves generate different brain rhythms, in response to the human state and level of consciousness. Different human actions and thought affect these rhythms. This fact used as the basis for the BCI. Two fundamental approaches to BCI design shown in “Fig. 3”, i) the EEG pattern recognition approach based on different cognitive mental tasks. This is based on the fact that, The human brain is functionally organized different brain cortical areas have different functions, therefore different mental tasks should activate different cortical areas and produce detectable and different EEG patterns /rhythms, and ii) the operant conditioning approach based on the self-regulation of the EEG response [25] where in a biofeedback environment, by long training sessions, the user is required to gain the skill to self-regulate brain activity.

![BCI design approaches](image)

**Fig. 3:** BCI design approaches.

To control a BCI, users have to acquire conscious control over their brain activity. Three fundamentally different EEG Paradigms approaches that let users control their brain activity and signals. ("Fig. 4"), i) Rhythmic brain activity, ii) Event-related potentials ERPs and iii) Event related desynchronization/synchronization (ERD/ERS).

**Rhythmic brain activity**-The measured neural oscillations of brain electrical activity and brain waves generated by brain structures are in raw, unfiltered, unprocessed data. The resulted signal is a mixture of several base frequencies, which reflect certain cognitive, affective or attentional states. Because the resulted frequencies vary slightly and are dependent on individual factors, stimulus properties and internal states, (e.g. level of consciousness), these frequencies vary slightly. Research classifies these EEG frequencies based on specific frequency ranges, or frequency bands or rhythms that are named after Greek letters Delta band (1 to 4 Hz), theta band (4 to 8 Hz), alpha band (8 to 12 Hz), beta band (13 to 25 Hz) and gamma band (> 25 Hz).

**Event-related potentials**, ERPs were originally called evoked potentials (EPs) because they were electrical potentials that were evoked by stimuli, is the common title used to describe the potential changes in the EEG signals that occur in response to a particular “event” or a stimulus. It can be further divided into, i) steady state evoked potential SSEP, and, ii) event-related potential ERP [26][23]. iii) Visual evoked potential (VEP).

Steady State Evoked Potentials SSEP, are evoked by a stimulus modulated at a fixed frequency and occur as an increase in EEG activity at the stimulation frequency [27]. Event-related potential ERP, describe the potential changes in the EEG that occur in response to a particular event or a stimulus [28]. It is a time-locked deflection on the ongoing brain activity after exposed to the random occurrence of a desired target event [23]. The event could be a sensory stimulus, a cognitive event, or the execution of a motor response [23]. Visual evoked potential term to describe ERPs elicited by visual stimuli.

**Event related desynchronization/synchronization (ERD/ERS)** - It has been found that changes caused by some events can block or decrease the power of the ongoing EEG signal. They are time-locked to the event but not phase-locked, and thus cannot be extracted by a simple linear method, such as averaging [23]. To detect these changes, the power variation (decreases or increases) in given frequency bands can be used. This may be related to the synchrony level of the underlying neuronal populations. The power decrease is called event-related desynchronization or ERD while the power increased is called event related synchronization (ERS) [29][23].

Event-related desynchronization (ERD) can be defined as an amplitude attenuation of a certain EEG rhythm. While Event-related synchronization (ERS) is an amplitude enhancement of a certain EEG rhythm [30].

![Brain Activity control Paradigm](image)

**Fig. 4:** Approaches to acquire control over brain activity (control Paradigms)

2.7 EEG - Advantages and disadvantage

**Advantages** - EEG based equipments can be portable, the procedure is a relatively low cost, simple in use, fast, silent safe (without real safety restrictions), does not disturb a subject, and lack of risk. EEG invasive procedure does not cause any pain. EEG offers great temporal resolution or the ability to better understand what time the event occurred in relation to stimuli [30]. EEG based equipments can be designed to be accessible for consumer and non-medical use.

**Disadvantage** - EEG has limited spatial resolution in comparison to functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) techniques. The electrodes are used to measure brain activities from a particular scalp location, therefore it is not guaranteed that the measurements are originating from the measured areas of the skull. Signals may originate from neighboring areas of...
the brain and be recorded by other electrodes [8]. Because of the poor signal-to-noise ratio due to the small amplitude of the recorded signals, to extract useful information from EEG, it is required complex data analysis and large numbers of subjects. User may experience discomfort from gels, saline solutions, and/or pastes and electrodes.

3. EEG BASED BCI APPLICATIONS

Since the first time EEG was introduced when electrical signals produced by brain activity recorded by Richard Caton in 1875 from the cortical surface of animals, and from the human scalp by Hans Berger in 1929. The idea of using EEG as means of communication, transferring messages, commands and control to the external world[9], has attracted increasing number of researchers and developers in the development of new generations of BCI technology and to put it in real application, this is seen in “Fig. 5(a)”. EEG based BCI technology is applied in various fields, including medical, Neuroentertainment, Biometry (security and authentication), Cognitive training (Neurobics), Biofeedback, Neuroergonomics and Neuromarketing and advertisement. These application fields are shown in “Fig. 5(b)”.

3.1 Medical EEG based applications

The BCI based medical application field has seen rapid growth due to its potentials for offering a new means of control for devices tailored to severely disabled and paralyzed people: examples include directing the motion of a motorized wheelchair, controlling a semi-autonomous assistive robot, and using a neuroprosthesis [31]. As depicted in “Fig. 6”, EEG based technology can contribute in the following Medical-clinical applications; state monitoring, prediction and prevention, diagnostics, and rehabilitation.

3.1 State Monitoring and Prevention.

The generated EEG signals varies depending on patient’s metabolism and function of their brain, in particular, hypnotic state, presence of pain, dosage of sedative agents, therefore EEG based technology is applied to provide the ability to continuously on-line monitoring and assessment of human’s (patient’s) state, where, monitoring generated EEG signals, can be an additional source of information to help identify the changes in patient’s status. Other examples on EEG based application in human’s state prediction and prevention include monitoring heart rate, monitoring the depth of sleep, monitoring patients in a coma, monitor and evaluate the effect of medical treatment, and to monitor the dosage of hypnotic drugs.

Monitoring patients in a coma can give information about an emotional, cognitive or effectiveness state. Monitoring the depth of sleep give information about potential risks associated with sleep disorders.

EEG signals can be used to monitor patients in the intensive care unit ICU, specially patients with neurological deficits e.g. brain trauma or subdural hemorrhage.

Other application examples include, a prediction of motion sickness declines in a person’s ability to maintain self-control, resulting in traffic ascendants. A prediction of motion sickness could contribute in a driver-state monitoring and alertness system using a set of EEG power indicators [20]. EEG technology is used to predict and prevent loss of some brain function resulting of smoking and/or alcohol drinking. The use of continuous EEG (cEEG) recording in Intensive Care Units (ICU) can now provide prompt and therapeutically important data regarding cerebral function in a cohort of patients who may have only subtle or no clinical signs [32].

The of negative influences of drugs, smoking and alcohol on brain and resulting loss of some function and decrease of alertness level, can be studied and prevented using EEG signals. In [33] EEG pattern of smokers for theta, alpha and beta band frequencies where studied and analyzed, while in [34] implement a study on human brain after consuming alcohol based on EEG signal.

3.1.2 Detection and diagnosis

EEG technology is used to early, detect, diagnose and evaluate various health issues including concussion, neurological
disorders, (such as epilepsy and narcolepsy), abnormal brain structure (such as brain tumor). EEG tests are used to early detection of Alzheimer’s and diagnosis for different dementia subtype.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 6: **Medical application fields of EEG based BCI technology.

### 3.1.3 Rehabilitation and Restoration

EEG based BCI technology is applied in clinical rehabilitation, in two ways; i) to substitute for lost neuromuscular function[35] or ii) restore motor function by inducing activity-dependent brain plasticity to restore more normal brain function[36].

EEG based BCI Clinical rehabilitation application including stroke recovery, addiction, Rett Syndrome and physical (mobility) rehabilitation. Mobility rehabilitation is a form of physical rehabilitation used with patients who have mobility issues, it is carried out at clinic or home to restore lost functions, improve mobility, or adapt to their acquired disabilities. Several publications provide evidence that the use of motor imagery MI, based BCIs can induce neural plasticity and thus serve as an important tool to enhance motor rehabilitation for different kind of patients [7]. Many rehabilitation protocols work on the premise that repetitive movement practice will restore motor function via crucially activity-dependent brain plasticity ADBP, but rehabilitation must be carefully targeted because ADBP can either lead to restoration of normal function or, if repetitive abnormal movements are made, exacerbate or even establish abnormal function [37].

There are three main BCI-based rehabilitation training approaches, i) Real, ii) Virtual, and iii) Augmented.

In real rehabilitation approach, patients improve their thinking behavior to resemble recorded healthy peoples brain signals retraining healthy areas of the brain to take over. In virtual reality rehabilitation approach, patients retraining brain areas by monitoring and controlling animation movement. In [38] is described how a completely paralyzed patient, diagnosed with severe cerebral palsy, was trained over a period of several months to use an electroencephalography (EEG)-based brain–computer interface (BCI) for verbal communication. In [39] author design a Brain computer Interface for high-level control of rehabilitation robotic systems, in this system BCI using Steady-State Visual Evoked Potentials (SSVEP) is used as an inputting tool for the human machine interface (HMI) of the semi-autonomous robot FRIEND II.

The BCI unit was used to interpret and translate user’s high-level requests into control commands for the FRIEND II system. In the current application, the BCI is used to navigate a menu system and to select commands such as pouring a beverage into a glass.

For rehabilitation training after a stroke. In [40] developed a combined functional electrical stimulation FES-robot system which was continuously driven by the user’s residual electromyography on the affected side for wrist joint training after a stroke, in order to involve the user’s own neuromuscular effort during the training.

In [41] is proposed a BCI system that is able to control two different feedback devices. The first device is a rehabilitation robot that is used to help in moving the fingers of the effected hand according to the detected MI. The second device applies feedback to the user via virtual reality (VR), here the VR visualizes two hands that the user sees in a first perspective view, which open and close according to the detected MI. For patients who have mobility or communication issues, especially who cannot recover previous levels, BCI based neuroprosthetic devices, can be used to restore or improve normal functionality [42].

### 3.1.4 EEG-based brain-controlled robotic systems

The word robot is derived from Slavonic word, Robota, meaning drudgery. Robots gradually entering different human life fields. Robots are widely used in industry, in engineering application and in medicine. Assistive robots can provide support for disabled people in their daily and professional life.

Elderly, patients who cannot recover previous levels of mobility or communication, people with devastating neuromuscular disorders, who have lost most of their voluntary muscle and speech control, and severely disabled locked-in, are difficult to operate assistive robots with a conventional input device such as a keyboard, a mouse, or a joystick. For this reason, some special interfaces like sip-and-puff systems, single switches, and eye-tracking systems have been proposed [43]. These category of people want, as much as possible, to take control over their life, health, motion, safety improve the quality of life and self-independence. Brain–computer interfaces BCIs, have been developed to address this challenge [44]. In particular design and development of an EEG based brain controlled robot. These systems have been proposed as a new control interface to translate different human intentions into appropriate motion commands for robotic applications.

A brain controlled robot is a robot that uses EEG based BCI as communication and control tool between human brain and physical devices, these systems have been proposed as a new control interface to translate different human intentions.
Brain controlled robots can be classified into four classes: i) Brain controlled mobile robots, ii) brain controlled manipulators and, iii) brain controlled humanoid robots, vi) Drone Control, this is shown in “Fig. 7“. General structure of EEG based BCI for controlling robots (robotic arm, or wheelchair) is shown in “Fig. 1“ up.

**EEG-Based Brain Robot Interaction Systems** - In the application of BCI-based cognitive models to control external mechanical devices, such as a robot arm, a wheelchair, or a humanoid robot, Brain Robot Interaction BRI, has become more and more popular. A Brain Robot Interaction BRI, system is a closed-loop control system that uses brain signals in combination with surrounding information feedback. To help in making proper decisions, the robot must provide feedback of the surroundings to the operator. Therefore, an ideal setup for a BRI system usually consists of evoking sources (for SSVEP or ERP) to generate specific brain signals, signal acquisition devices, data analyzing systems, and control objects, among which the signal generating and data analyzing are the most challenging and worthy researching tasks [1].

![Brain controlled robots](image)

**Fig. 7:** Classification of Brain controlled robots

### 3.1.4.1 Brain controlled mobile robots

The development of brain controlled mobile robotic system is very challenging task, reasons for this include, robotic systems are designed to provide support and assistance for disabled people in daily and professional life, steering robotic systems (e.g. a wheelchair) is a complex task, control of robot systems via brainwaves must consider surrounding environment feedback in real-time, robot mechanical kinematics, and dynamics, as well as robot control architecture and behavior [1]. Beside this, Brain controlled mobile robotic systems requires stricter requirements for higher safety, accuracy, reliability and overall performance than for many other applications [46].

In 2004, Millan et al, proposed the first EEG based brain controlled mobile robot [47]. Since then, many research papers have been written in the design and development of various brain controlled mobile robots. “Fig. 8“ shows the number of published papers on brain-controlled mobile robots between 2004 and 2011. Further Brain controlled mobile robots are classified according to control type and operational mode, then further classified according to the switching mode [44].

![Number of published papers on brain-controlled mobile robots](image)

**Fig. 8:** Number of published papers on brain-controlled mobile robots [44].

There are three main applied operational mode techniques to implement the control over brain controlled robots, i) Direct control by the BCI, ii) intelligence technique (intelligent controller) and iii) Shared control by the BCI (human) and intelligent controller. This classification and main applied techniques are shown in “Fig. 9“. In Direct control, users are in direct control over their movements by issuing needed control commands, no needed for additional robot intelligence; therefore the cost and programming complexity are low. But here it is important to consider that EEG-based systems have been considered too slow for controlling rapid and complex sequences of movements [18]. The system overall performance, depends on the performance of BCI system, also user being in direct control by issuing control commands causes user fatigue.

![Classification and main applied techniques](image)

**Fig. 9:** Classification and main applied techniques to implement the control over brain controlled robots

The second category; the intelligence technique, where an intelligent controller is used to control all the actions required, for example in sensing surrounding environment and...
situations, localization, path planning, and obstacle/collision avoidance, such as autonomous navigation system.

The third category, the shared control technique; this term is applied in robotics when both an intelligent control system and a human operator are in control of a given system. Shared control is done by combining the BCI (a human) and intelligent controller to share the control over the robot. It is applied to overcome problems associated with human nature such as dangerous situations, accidents, accuracy and fatigue, the shared control has been widely applied into robotics. The user’s safety is better ensured, users being in less direct control, therefore develop less fatigue. Because of the use of sensors and interfaces, the cost and programming complexity are high.

The shared control approach can be further, classified into two groups according to the switching mode between a human and an intelligent controller; i) User switching mode; The user to explicitly switch the control, ii) Automatic switching mode; automatic (implicit) switching control between human and an intelligent controller. Because this switching control method is more natural and efficient for disabled people [48], it has received more research attention in the assistive technology community [44].

The automatic switching control approach can be categorized into the following three classes, i) The event based automatic switching control; in this class, most of time, human controls the robot, the intelligent controller is activated switched in an automatic way, when a predefined event or situation is detected such as an obstacle. ii) The user based automatic switching control; in this approach user provides or selects or a mission a target (e.g. a desired location), the automatic control implement it. In this lass user can at any time override the automatic control and take over.

In the first two classes, event and user based automatic switching, at a particular time the robot is controlled by either the human or the intelligent controller, meanwhile in distributed control class. the third class is iii) The distributed control between the human and the intelligent controller at all times.

In [47] Direct control by EEG based noninvasive BCI system is applied to control brain controlled robot in the form of wheelchair in real-world situations. In the designed system robot motions are directly controlled by issuing control commands translated from user brain signals, no needed additional robot intelligence, user is as much as possible, in charge and control over their left or right turning movements. In [18] a direct control noninvasive BCI system is used to design and test portable noninvasive brain computer interface that makes possible the continuous direct control of a mobile robot in a house like environment. The interface uses 8 surface electrodes to measure EEG signals from which a statistical classifier recognizes 3 different mental states, where after a few days of training, two users were able to successfully apply mental control to move a robot inside home of several rooms, moreover, comparing to manual control, mental control was only marginally worse in performing the same task. In [49] a direct control noninvasive BCI is applied to design and implement a brain controlled robot to yield four different directional movements (forward, backward, right and left). It was used single electrode pair acquisition was used, robot module and ARM controller based driving unit.

In [50] is proposed an EEG based wireless mobile robot control applying direct control with a noninvasive BCI, the robot can be controlled by human eye blink strength and attention level. To control different mental fatigue, a closed neurofeedback loop is used. neurosky Mindwave single channel prototype sensor was used to acquire EEG signal. Different detected movements including right, left, forward, backward, stop positioned on eye blink strength. In [51] a synchronous operant conditioning BCI is developed, as well as, all computational methods and necessary techniques to identify mental activities. BCI is used to initiate the movements of a 120ib mobile robot, associating four different mental activities to robot commands. The BCI uses intuitive mental activities such as imaginary movement of the left arm to turn the robot left.

A typical example of applying shared control technique includes: In [52] shared control by the noninvasive BCI is applied to control wheelchair, the wheelchair designed with ultrasonic sensor to detect the obstacles and accelerator sensor (MEMS) to calculate the amount of acceleration tilt to help navigate on ramps and slopes and control the movements. In [53] a shared control system is applied to control a wheelchair, with a steady-state visual evoked potential SSEP BCI that issues four motor commands; turning left, turning right, going forward and going backward. wheelchair had an autonomous navigation system that safely executes the issued commands. In [54] Shared control using a P300 BCI is applied to control a wheelchair to reach the selected desired location, selected from a list of predefined locations, this selected location is then sent to an autonomous system, that in turn drives the wheelchair to the desired locations in a known environment. In this system, user is able to stop wheelchair movement at any time by ERD/ERS BCI or a fast P300 BCI. In [55] Shared control is applied to combine a P300 BCI and an autonomous navigation system to develop a robotic wheelchair, in an unknown environment. By focusing attention user is able to control the wheelchair motion (stop wheelchair, turn left or right).

In [56] authors present a shared control architecture that couples the intelligence and desires of the user with the precision of a powered wheelchair. The research show how four healthy subjects are able to master control of the wheelchair using an asynchronous motor–imagination based BCI protocol and how this results in a better and higher overall performance, compared with alternative synchronous P300–based approaches. In [57] is introduced a shared control system that helped the subject in driving an intelligent wheelchair with a noninvasive brain interface. The subject’s steering intentions were estimated from EEG signals and passed through to the shared control system before being sent to the wheelchair motors [1].

In [58] a slow P300-based BCI is used to select a destination among a list of predefined locations and a faster MI-based BCI to stop the wheelchair, which provides mobility to BCI users in
a safe way. In [59] developed an adaptive shared control system of a brain-actuated simulated wheelchair aiming at providing an extra assistance when a subject was in difficult situations. The shared control include three possible discrete mental steering commands of forward, left, and right, and three levels of automatic control assistance, including collision avoidance, obstacle avoidance, and orientation recovery, would be triggered whenever the user had difficulties in driving the wheelchair towards the goal [1].

In [60] utilizing the alpha brain waves particularly detecting and controlling the amplitude of the alpha brain waves, author describes the development and testing of an interface system whereby user can control external physical devices by voluntarily controlling alpha waves, that is through eye movement. Such a system can be used for the control of external physical devices like prosthetics, robotic arms and wheelchairs using the alpha brain waves and the Mu rhythm. Control Based on pattern generation, as implemented in [61] work permits creativity to be expressed by the generation of artistic images. A subject modulates his or her sensory motor rhythms, SMRs with the aim of creating artistic representations by controlling the motion of two moving robots[61].

3.1.4.2 Brain-controlled manipulators

Manipulator mainly refers to a variety of robot arms and mechanical prosthetics. Most of the manipulators have a relatively small DOF, which are able to imitate a human’s arm to finish different kinds of tasks [1].

Brain-controlled manipulators can be classified into two classes (“Fig. 10”), i) brain-controlled robotic manipulators (e.g. robotic arm and a semi-autonomous assistive robot,) and, ii) BCI based prosthetic limbs (neuroprosthetic devices).

It is suggested that EEG based BCI can provide accurate and reliable control of a robotic manipulator, the speed and accuracy of the control can be improved using electrocorticographic activity control signals [62].

One representative work of brain-controlled manipulators is the manipulator used within the FRIEND system developed in [63] [64] which is able to show the brain controlled capabilities of robots out of a controlled laboratory situation [20]. In [65] to control a 7-DOF wheelchair-mounted robotic, arm author applied a P300 BCI. The BCI interface consists of 15 stimuli corresponding to 14 movements of the robot arm and one stop command, which interpret the user’s intention to direct the robot along a step-by-step path to a desired position. In [66] a BMI system to perform the motion of a serial manipulator in the whole workspace. Based on motor imagery and shared control, Small-world neural network (SWNN) was used to classify five brain states [1]. In [67] demonstrate a BCI for the control of a wheelchair-mounted robotic arm system. Monkeys were trained to move a brain controlled robotic arm in Virtual reality. Researchers have also succeeded in assisting them to eat with a real robot arm [68]. In [69] implemented mind controlled robotic arm to yield different movements in robotic arm.

3.1.4.3 Brain-controlled humanoid robots.

EEG based BCI is an unlikely candidate to be applied for more complex forms of control because of its low signal-to-noise ratio. a new BCI challenging field is to control humanoid robot to perform complex tasks such as walking to specific locations and picking up desired objects.

In [70] authors applied asynchronous direct control to develop a BCI based humanoid robot control system. The system
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3.1.4 Drone Control

Nowadays, because of its flexibility and diversity, Drones are becoming popular and widely used in different fields, including transportation, entertainment and even in air shooting.

In [80] were established on an air swimmer drone vehicle, an indoor maze was used to test the robot, and the experimental testing procedures consist of parts: offline training, online feedback testing, and real-time control sessions. In [79] Control of a humanoid robot by a noninvasive brain computer interface in humans, leveraging advances in robotics. To issue commands to control a partially autonomous humanoid robot to perform complex tasks (e.g. walking to specific locations and picking up desired objects.), EEG based interface and Visual feedback from the robot's cameras were used. Using the visual feedback, the user can select an objects in the surrounding for pick-up and transport to chosen locations.

3.2 NeuroEntertainment

The human’s brain emits an electrical charge in response to rhythmic sensory stimulation, through the ears, eyes or other senses. These electrical responses become what the human sees and hears. Different commercial companies take advantage of brain signals. EEG based commercial application fields include Neurogaming, Neurotoys, Art, and Virtual reality as shown in Fig. 11.

3.2.1 NeuroGaming

NeuroGaming is to interact with the game without direct physical contact using EEG based BCI. The first application of non-medical EEG based BCIs were in the field of gaming/entertainment, where the first stand-alone games came out to the market in 2009 [81][9]. NeuroGaming Clinical applications include, helping improve memory or concentration or employing serious games for emotional control and/or neuroprosthetic rehabilitation. In [83], Brainball game is designed to drop the stress level where user can only move the ball by relaxing and thus learn to control their stress[20]. Various games are designed and presented to provide interesting and fun entertainment, examples include, moving objects. In [84] a helicopters are made to fly to any point in either a 2D or 3D virtual world. In [85] the control of an animated character in an immersive 3D gaming environment with steady-state visual evoked potentials (SSVEPs)[86].

3.2.2 NeuroToys

EEG based BCI is applied in designing toys, used for education, rehabilitation and entertainment; examples include Puzzlebox and Star wars-themed toys.

3.2.3 Art

EEG based art is the use of EEG technology for doing and designing brain controlled art, visual and music. In [87] artist interacts and manipulates dishes of water to reveal zen-like vibrations. In [88] EEG technology is used as a Visualization tool to achieve and visualize drawing.

3.2.4 Virtual reality

As noted, EEG based technology make use of virtual reality in many application. Combining virtual reality with EEG technology, especially in the area of interaction techniques. Virtual reality can provide an excellent testing ground for procedures that could be adapted to real world scenarios, especially patients with disabilities can learn to control their movements or perform specific tasks in a VE. Several studies will highlight these interactions [89].

Fig. 11: Application usage field of EEG in NeuroEntertainment
3.3 EEG-based biometry (Security and authentication)

EEG based biometry is an emerging research topic, it is using brain EEG activity as a form of brain biometric authentication information for identification of someone’s identity and general cognitive state. It has higher importance in security, access control, person identification and authentication. EEG based authentication system determines whether the user is who he claims to be. Identification determines who the member is and whether he has access control [90]. The most common used EEG forms are resting state brain activity or a visual evoked potential task. Since EEG biosignals are a reflection of individual dependent inner mental tasks, therefore these biosignals are confidential, difficult to synthesize or imitate and cannot be casually acquired by external observers [20].

In [91][20] EEG biosignals are used to send covert warning when the authorized user is under external forcing conditions. In [92] EEG biosignals are used as biometrics for driver authentication using simplified driving simulator with mental-tasked condition.

3.4. Cognitive Training (neurobics)

Many aspects of training are related to the brain and its plasticity. Measuring this plasticity and the afferent changes in the brain can help to improve training methods in general [81].

Cognitive functions are brain functions that enable an individual to think and act, including working memory, attention and executive functions (e.g., decision-making). Cognitive training, also called brain training or brain exercise or Neurobics, is any process which exercises and improves the cognitive functions and abilities of the brain as well as, delaying and/or improving brain aging, illness or injury. Other functions include performance optimization, mindfulness, accelerate Learning, early development and enhance creativity.

In [93] authors developed EEG based Cognitive Training programs, a series of training programs using the unity 3D™ Game Engine focusing on such cognitive abilities as reaction speed, flexibility, attention span, memory and problem solving. The detection system is able to analyze the user’s training performance, thus automatically channeling the user to a suitable training level.

3.5 EEG based biofeedback.

EEG can be applied to study the effects of stimuli as a function of time. In addition, collected data can be fed back to a computing system in real time for BCI and human-computer interaction (HCI) applications. This is best exemplified by neurofeedback studies. Biofeedback is developed on ‘the mind over matter’ concept. It is a treatment technique to train human to develop better control over certain body functions and improve their health, performance and physiological changes. Feeding back and presenting the participant’s brain state (to the participant) in a compressive way will allow them to alter their brain state according to the feedback provided. This premise is the foundation of neurofeedback [93]. Neurofeedback NF, is a form of biofeedback, it is direct training of brain function used to successfully improve cognitive and physical performance of humans [94].

EEG based biofeedback application fields include medicine, educational, self-regulation and EEG Data Driven Animation.

EEG based Biofeedback is used in education, to investigate a process of information understanding, determine the degree of clearness of studied information [95], or to apply educational techniques that best work for individual students.

EEG Biofeedback is widely used for clinical purposes, including rehabilitation scenarios to treat Adult attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) or Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD), as in [96], as well as children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) as in [97]. New emerging applications of EEG data driven animation in e-learning, games, entertainment, and medical applications EEG data driven animation is often used in neurofeedback systems for concentration training in children and adults [98].

EEG based Biofeedback application in self-regulation, often neurofeedback techniques measure meditation or relaxation using frequency analysis (Cahn, Polich 2006). Brainball system is an example of neurofeedback, it is designed such that it informs the participant of their current brain state (relaxation) and allows the participant to act on that information [99]. Brainball is designed to drop the stress level where user can only move the ball by relaxing and thus learn to control their stress [100]. Also EEG Biofeedback used to handle Mood and anxiety disorders, to improving reading disability, to improving traumatic brain injury, measure and improve the sleep quality.

In [101] demonstrated that neurofeedback was an effective treatment for anxiety disorder. Following 30 sessions of EEG biofeedback within a three-month period, patients reported a significant reduction in anxiety-related symptoms. At one-year follow-up, results of SCL-90-R showed all clinical scales within normal range. In [102] authors conclude that Neurofeedback, combined with new neuro-markers (event-related potentials and connectivity) and traditional features, promises to provide new hope for brain and cognitive training in the growing older population.

As noted, In [41] is proposed a BCI system that is able to control two different feedback devices. Also In [50] a closed neurofeedback loop is used to control different mental fatigue.

3.6 EEG-based Neuroergonomics (Human factors, ergonomics and Neuroergonomics).

The word Ergonomics is derived from two merged Greek words, ‘ergon’ meaning ‘work’ and word ‘nomos’ meaning laws, the both words mean ‘the science of work’. According to International Ergonomics Association, both terms Ergonomics and human factors are synonymous and defined similarly as scientific field and profession. It is the scientific field concerned with the study and understanding of interactions between humans and elements of surrounding
environment, to design and optimize human well-being and overall system performance, in order to design equipments, devices and processes that fit the human body and its cognitive abilities and offer safety, luxury and physiological control to humans’ daily life. Ergonomics is the profession that applies theory, principles, data and methods to design in order to optimize human well-being and overall system performance. Ergonomists contribute to the design and evaluation of tasks, jobs, products, environments and systems in order to make them compatible with the needs, abilities and limitations of people[103].

Neuroscience is defined as the study of brain structure and function. Neuroergonomics is the application of neuroscience to ergonomics. It is concerned with dynamic interaction between brain and human in relation to performance at work and in everyday settings [104]. It evaluates how well a technology matches human capabilities and limitations [9].

In [105] Based on measuring users’ inner-state based on brain signals, evaluate user experience, in order to propose seamless interfaces. Authors using 3D user interfaces investigate four constructs: workload, attention, error recognition and visual comfort. These could help to alleviate users when they interact with computers. 

EEG based BCI Neuroergonomics, can be applied in the following applications; smart transportations; industrial application and home automation (environment control).

3.6.1 EEG based smart transportations

Distraction and fatigue are two main sources for driver’s inattention considered as a strong cause for most traffic accidents [20]. EEG is applied to monitor and detect driver’s fatigue [106] and to help drivers to assess their own levels of fatigue, therefore, prevent the deterioration of performance. 

In [107] authors assessed the validity of a single-channel EEG device (TGAM-based chip) to monitor changes in driver’s mental state from alertness to fatigue including driving performance. In [108] authors discussed the utilization of workload index to assess the driver’s mental state. In [109] authors suggest that EEG can be applied as an objective and complementary evaluation technique to characterize and assess different Human-Computer Interfaces. This thus opens the door to a new generation of HCI, designed by exploiting EEG-based neuroergonomics.

3.6.2 EEG based industrial application

EEG can assist in improving workplace conditions by monitoring and assessment of an operator’s cognitive state [110]. The ability to on-line continuously monitoring and assisting operator’s cognitive state levels (fatigue, attention, and mental workload) in industrial and operational environments where wrong behavior could potentially result in hazardous situations, disasters or life-threatening situations, is under a lot of focus, most researchers aim at better assessing this state in order to optimize devices, software interfaces or entire work environments to develop smart technologies that enhance operator’s safety and performance [111] and increase engagement, motivation and productivity. One example on EEG based on-line continuously monitoring and assisting operator’s cognitive state levels is in power plant controllers to analyze how operator’s brain responds to very monotonous environments.

The on-line continuously monitoring and assisting operator’s cognitive state levels can be applied on civil airline pilots, on military pilots and on car drivers. In [112] is implemented EEG-based brain-actuated telepresence system that provides a user with presence in remote environments through a mobile robot. [113] authors proposed a new BMI paradigm which integrates an MI EEG to extract the target intention with adaptive decoder for cortical signals and a synergetic motor learning control to cope with the peripheral control of a multijoint redundant robot arm with environmental dynamics adaptation capability. The proposed method allowed for BMI controlled robot to employ different joint usage depending on the given payload systematically through the learning process. In [69] is implemented Mind Controlled Robotic Arm that can has industrial application. In case of accuracy could be increased, the robot arm could be successfully controlled in a real world situation.

3.6.3 EEG based home automation (environment control)

EEG based BCI technology could significantly improve the quality of life of severely disabled people when is applied in the implementation of home automation/ environment control, where appliances such as thermostat, lights, television bulb, fan can be controlled.

A proof-of-concept environment control system (A BMI-Based environmental controller for the motion-disabled) based on steady-state visual evoked potentials (SSVEPs) is described in [114]. In [115] the control of a virtual apartment with a BCI using the evoked P300 component.

The study in [116] and [117] integrated EEG based BCI technology into a domestic environmental control system, allowing patients (suffering from muscular dystrophy or atrophy) to remotely operate lights, home entertainment, front door opener, a motorized bed and telephone, as well as monitor their surroundings using wireless cameras. In [13] EEG based system is proposed to monitor and control the home appliances using IOT, meditation signals values are were used for controlling the home appliances, appliances were on/off controlled using Microcontroller. In [118] present a smart home automation system using BCI, to control and monitor home appliances from graphical user interface using brain–computer interface that use an input source and being controlled wirelessly, the design allow disabled to comfortably operate or handle the home appliances.
3.7 EEG based Neuromarketing and Advertisement

Neuromarketing is the field that observes and uses human’s bio-markers such as eye-tracking, bloodflow, facial expressions, brain waves, respiratory rate, heart rate, to determine how effective marketing is?. EEG based Neuromarketing, study the brain’s responses to marketing stimuli (e.g. product packaging and design, websites and software interfaces) in order to identify roadblocks and improve workflows.

In [119] authors show how EEG methodologies could be related to memorandum and attention while people are watching marketing-relevant stimuli, and employed to better design new products. In [120] based on performed EEG experiments, suggest that the presence of a narrative structure in video commercials has a critical impact on the preference for branding products. In [121] high resolution EEG techniques are used to study brain activity during the observation of commercial advertising. In [122] present a novel preference-based measurement of user aesthetic preference recognition of 3D shapes using EEG and make buying decisions.

4. CURRENT AND FUTURE RESEARCH TRENDS

The difficulties in translating BCI technologies- the main goal of researches in EEG based BCI field is to develop systems that can be used by disabled users as direct communication pathway system with the world for communication, entertainment and control, to allow disabled to communicate with other persons, to control artificial limbs, or to control their environment. At present day, most BCI research and development achievements, remain limited to controlled laboratory situation. The translation of the exciting laboratory achievements to peoples’ daily lives is of great importance. As an example Brain controlled robots are still limited to controlled laboratory environment and not yet ready to be used, tested and validated in real world situations. This is because the BCI is not stable due to the nonstationary nature of the EEG signals. Thus, to make these mobile robots usable in real-world situations, stable BCI systems need to be explored how to improve the robustness of BCI to make it more reliable technology.

Clinical/translational research-The investigational studies currently use experimental grade BCI hardware and software that were developed for basic research and suffer from high cost and complexity, proprietary standards, and lack of robustness [123]. It is very challenging to translate this experimental-grade BCI hardware and software into product-grade clinical BCI instrumentation.

It requires the integration of BCI hardware and software into clinical environments as well as improvements to clinical applicability, robustness, usability, and cost/benefit ratio [124].

Consumer products- The typical research-based BCI system cost is about 5000 USD, which is very expensive for consumer products. Reducing these costs is mainly a technical problem that can be solved, e.g. by design and development not expensive hardware including ‘dry’ and ‘active’ electrodes.

The signal detecting, processing, generating and data analyzing are the most challenging and worthy researching tasks. More and more researchers focus their attention on discovering new evoking mechanisms and testing novel decoding algorithms [1]. In signal processing, the trend in EEG units is undoubtedly for higher sampling frequencies and more recording channels. Another trend to increase in the sampling resolution, most commercial EEG units use 16 or more bits.

Fast response and decision-making is critical in the field of brain actuated devices, especially robots and Neuroprostheses, therefore one of the most challenging issues is real-time control. To improve and guarantee overall system performance (especially robustness) and safety, other shared control techniques can be developed.

Evaluating and comparing performance of various brain-controlled mobile robots are hard and complex. To make the evaluation and comparison more reasonable, standardized performance evaluation should be established, and the related issues including subjects, tasks and environments, and evaluation metrics should be comprehensive and specified [44].

The development of EEG based BCI home automation and environmental control system in the life of both disabled of non-paralyzed humans.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Increasing number of researchers and developers are currently interested in various EEG based BCI applications.

The current work presents a review of the application areas that may use of EEG based BCI technology to assist in achieving their tasks and purpose. The scope of work emphasizes medical and biomedical engineering application areas, with a focus on researches in the field of brain controlled robotic systems; classification, techniques, and tasks.

This review intends to help researchers with interest in EEG based BCI and their theories, principles, applications and trends by putting most of it in one place. In addition, it presents research and development examples done in different application fields of the EEG based BCI systems.
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